McVey Fills Principal Post

Replacing Mr. Fred Miller, who was transferred to Bata High School in Las Vegas, Nevada, Mr. McVey has taken over the principalship of Desert High School.

A graduate of Colorado State College of Education, Mr. McVey received his B.A. degree at Stanford University and was principal of a high school for some six years before coming to Bata. Mr. McVey was acting assistant supervisor of education and recreation at Fresno Assembly Center.

Inter-Camp Grid Season Closes

Bata out-gained and out-played Canal in the third and last football game resulting in a scoreless tie. The teams met Saturday, November 18 on Butte High School field before 350 spectators.

CAMPUS CLANCES

Latest additions to the faculty are Mrs. Lenoir, who is chief to the art department; Mr. Gilkey, science department; and Mrs. Glaser, English department.

Bata High School has joined the National School Honor Association. More details will be given at a later date.

Jim Manuel, Senior assistant principal, has come home from the hospital after an operation, is back to school gain after two days of absence.

For the benefit of Desert High School, a new civics class has been launched with Mr. Wright as instructor.

Merry Christmas
PEACE TOWARD MEN

Yes, it will be different this year the first Christmas of its kind.

For we it will be no happy last minute package wrapping nor the usual small of a flashlight tree. We shall celebrate an abnormal Christmas, in an abnormal place, in an abnormal world.

For we are now at WAR. A tremendous war, requiring every ounce of our strength in order that someday we shall again be able to cut into practice, the phrase, "Peace toward men."

With this in mind, let us make the best of the situation we are in, make it the most Christmasy possible, with the hope that the year to come will bring peace to all the world.

Teacher Works In India

"Smile in India my assistants and I taught the natives uneducables who were later to become teachers," stated Miss Mabel Sheldon, Bates High school English teacher. After the schools were established Miss Sheldon supervised the natives.

"As the great percentage of the population is illiterate, medical and educational progress has been slow and handicapped.

Miss Sheldon and the other missionary teachers camped in tents or conditions in the village were very poor.

Hobby

MODEL PLANES

Tatsuo Kato, son, has been making airplane since he was ten years old. Since coming to camp, he has made two motor planes, one which was on display at the exhibition here. "I bring in first place in the model plane contest at Santa Fe," said Tatsuo.

NOSE TROUBLE?

CAN YOU LAUGH?

Hedy M. not wearing red. M lingerie with a button hair-cut. Hairless as Joe, not being philosophical.
Amos Knott as a "Mr. Five by Five"? Koko Oshiro... fast-Ioss? Mr. Schallman not churching corn?

* * *

Was Betty Akiyama kidning when she called it "Eisa Grain? We wonder!"

In Butts lives a young virgin, with a beauty of a sister Conchita;
"They say, "My oh my, we're so bothered by those wolves from Santa Anita!"

* * *

There was a young man from Butts;
A shiek in a striped zoot-suit;
His pants were draped;
His coat out of shape;
They matched with his F.A. packache.

A ROMANTIC GUY, I ..... ous

Green Bros ..... Kurn Y.
Miss Old Jim ..... Oscar analog
Flavi, Lorain Louisa" ..... the "Olds"
Oh, lady be good...ugged" Oh, Look at me Now!!

Rutchie H.
Little Boy Love...Min Kusi
You Don't Know What Love Is, Tata M.
Who Wouldn't Love You?... Ah, Arabi
My Devotion...Grace B.

TRUE

Mr. George Kawanoto, Stagemacraft teacher, claims to have been a U. S. soldier in the States History Teacher while in 41 of this country.

SHARP ???

Kamoo Kodai... "Do you know what the rug sold to the floor?"
George Mada... "No, what did he sell to the Kamoo? "The rug sold stand still, I've got you covered."
First School Social Held By Juniors; Event Successful

Breaking the ice, the Junior class recently held the first social activity in school. The idea and purpose of the K. D. dance held at 4:30 p.m. was to get Junior Class members better acquainted with each other. Being exclusively for the Juniors, the crowd totaled approximately 150 students. Some teachers also attended.

It was a gay "happa" with sportly-dressed students, a colorfully decorated dance hall, various types of entertainment by both students and non-students and to top it all there was plenty to eat.

The floor show was as follows: songs by Jorry Ayada, Dick Miyakawa, and Yoshiko Inawashiki; a violin solo by Arthur Shinbara; trumpet solo by Tod Yamamoto, and a novelty played with the saw by Bob Loe. All arrangements were made by Dick Miyakawa and his guitar. Doris Iacoire was the master of ceremonies for the night.

During the dance some outsiders tried to come in. The "bouncer" was none other than the "little" Mr. Arthur Bigs. So anybody who was "bous".

WOODSHOP CLASS MAKES GIFTS

Instead of making Christmas toys as planned, due to the lumber shortage the Woodshop class is making gifts such as ornament stands and cabinets for Christmas.

CLASSROOMS MOVED

"Chang, chang, CHANG!" That goes and announces the beginning of the new period, but on that particular day it was the signal that set off half the school on a scavenging trip. During the Spanish class into L1D was thoroughly done by Mr. Marcus De Leon and Mr. Max Kasam- sugi. Not only were the chairs and tables put properly into place, but the artistic drawings on them were washed into oblivion. To augment the general confusion, the red glass bulb which was to be used in a series of fire automatically dropped and broke. When last heard, its scattered pieces were safely and successfully hidden.

Sixth and a half girls were hugging heavy chairs, and plants into the seventh good room, and not a chivalrous soul in sight.

ST. NICK BRINGS XMAS CHEER TO ELEMENTARY

Christmas is just around the corner. The room at the elementary school are all decorated with Christmas colors. Santa Claus is a little early but has arrived in all of the rooms. Christmas will be celebrated by individual parties and refreshments will be served by the teachers. Later, games, songs, and even in some classes there will be a play put on by the students.

This Christmas - 1942

A day of peace throughout the world
To bring to earth good will to men

That all on earth may live.

To love his brother as himself
As who has wronged forgive

That men who aimed might live.

This spirit old, of wisdom three
With wisdom, our gifts exchange

And this Christmas cheer
To all may soon quite strong.

For not in song, we find it new
Our gifts are not the thing
To friends we give a cord or two
To celebrate, we sing.

Let's not be bitter, or raise a row
And claim its not quite fair
That in, now forgotten be
And those outside don't care.

Be forgiving, make new friends
Let those outside all know
That we can be just as real
And not all gorp and show.

For the spirit that is felt today
Of love, for all can carry out
With love, soul and mind.

- By June Homuuki
Revelations By Mrs. D. Biggs

"The most outstanding happening of my life was meeting Mr. Biggs!"

That's Mrs. Daisy Biggs, girls' physical education instructor, speaking, who thinks physical education is important for health and social development.

This tall instructor was born in Bakersfield, California, and raised in San Gabriel Valley, where she graduated Puente Union High and later U.C.L.A.

In the summer of 1936, Mrs. Biggs with her husband traveled abroad to England, Holland, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, France, and in the following year, traveled to South America (Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Bolivia, Peru). In January, 1940, she returned to Bolivia to live for two years and returned to the United States in January, 1942.

COACH MORI

When you see a young man, hands in his pockets, wearing a black sweater, and a jeep hat around the school grounds, you can bet that it's Tom Mori. Tom is the Butte varsity basketball mentor.

Hailing from up Frisco way, he was a senior at University of California at Berkeley at the time of evacuation. His majors were Physical education and hygiene. He was the owner of a sporting goods store and also an advisor of a boys' club.

Tom hopes to go into the field of dentistry after leaving this camp. He thinks that there might be good openings for boys in coaching as a career, especially in relocation center.

In Riveras, lives foolish young Vi.

To boys, her glance seems so shy,
She's in the halls of the camp;
For her clothes are special U. I.
A GENIUS?  DEAD FOR A YEAR, YET ALIVE!

It was 1942. The night was quiet and foggy on the waterfront of San Francisco. You could hear the splash of the water against the pier, and the fog horns of distant ships breaking the stillness.

Hugh and his friend were walking along a dark street near the waterfront. They decided they wanted a drink so they walked into a nearby saloon. As they reached the bar, the bartender looked at them curiously. He asked them, "Would you two men like to do a favor for me?"

The two looked at each other and both agreed they would do the favor. "Will you take her home?" the bartender asked, as he pointed to a young woman at the other end of the bar. She had a blank expression on her face as if she were in a trance. She was in a white gown, but was wearing no wrap. Hugh and his friend thought the reason for no wrap was that she had probably lost her escort and came to this saloon alone. The bartender gave them a white card. This card read: Mabel Johnson, 145 Vine Street. It isn't she been the young lady's name and address.

Hugh put his new job bought cost on the young woman, for it was cold that night. When they came to a cemetery, the young woman said she had to go to the 1st rine. Since there was no latrine about, she said she would use the cemetery. Hugh and his friend waited outside for her a long time. Hugh's friend said that she was probably embarrassed and walked home alone.

But Hugh wanted his cost, so both he and his friend went to 145 Vine Street. An old shriveled up woman answered the door. They asked for Mabel Johnson. The woman replied that Mabel Johnson had died of tuberculosis a year ago.

Hugh however wanted his cost. So both of them went back to the cemetery in search of Mabel Johnson. They entered the cemetery and found Hugh's cost on a tombstone. Picking up the cost, they found engraved "Mabel Johnson, died 1941." By Helen Abitra

10th Grade

Athletic Spanish Instructor Has Eventful And Varied Life

Turning the cameras back to the old cinder path, several years ago, at the Baker University in Baldwin, Kansas, you can hear the people cheering as the star of two-miler crosses the finishing tape. Not only a favorite on the track, he is also a two-letterman in football.

This person is not the other than Suttie's Spanish teacher, Mr. Marcos De Leon, at the flourishing city of Durango, Mexico. Mr. De Leon, determined to become a teacher, completed his high school education in Mexico and then entered Baker University. Later, he also studied at the University of Southern California, Arizona State Teachers at Tempe. He taught Spanish in a high school in Sonora, Mexico, and before coming to Gil Relocation Center, he was teaching at the Spanish American Institute in Carlsbad, California.

He stated that the Spanish language is only important not but will continue to be so, since our neighbors are of Spanish origin and also from the stand-point of friendship with the Latin-American countries.

Mr. De Leon has an interesting hobby of collecting books related to education. He claims to have in his possession approximately 300 books.

THE DESERT

by Takio Inouye

12th Grade

Home of the cactus, land of the sun, And the prairie dog's lonely cry. The path of the builders, the cowboy's trail, and the blue of the desert sky;

Barran wilderness, endless plains; Purple mountains to the west; Where forgotten, crawling creatures roam And coyotes take their rest;

Vast a nd lonely age-old For centuries lost, untrod; Yet with a wealth of sun and sky,-- The treasure—hold of God.